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INSTAGRAM IS
A SOCIAL
NETWORK

To be successful on Instagram, it requires more than posting pretty pictures... or telling
great stories... or sharing valuable content.

 
It requires you to be social!

 
Connecting with others and creating relationships is the fastest way to grow on

Instagram... and in business.  In fact, it is more important to engage with others than it is
to post new content!

 
Think of Instagram as the cocktail party where you get to meet and hang out with your

dream clients, get to know them, build a friendship and better understand who they
are.

 
The only way this happens is through conversation.

 
It's girl talk time! 

 
Get in the comments and DM's and start forming your collective!



INSTAGRAM
GROWTH
STRATEGY
Minimum of 30 minutes engagement per day:
10 mins on your feed, 10 mins on stories, 10 mins in
hashtags

Feed Comments: Engage with those you already
follow. Leave a comment that offers value, support,
encouragement or answers a question asked in the
post. Always read the post to understand the
context of the caption. 

Stories: Scroll though stories and leave comments.
These go directly to DM’s and hold high value for
starting a conversation with the account holder.

Your own stories: Look at who viewed your stories
and head over to their account to give them some
love.

Hashtags: Go to a relevant hashtag that your
dream client may use. Leave a value-driven
comment on the Top 9 posts under this hashtag. 

Searching for new accounts to engage with:
Go to the account of an influencer in your industry,
click the little down arrow just below their profile
(next to “message”) and it will show you suggested
accounts that are similar. Engage with these
accounts and their followers.



OTHER WAYS TO
INCREASE

ENGAGEMENT

Go through your list of followers and comment on their posts. This reminds them of
you are still active on Instagram.

Comment on a post of every person that LIKED your most recent post.

Respond to comments on your post or when someone tags you anywhere on the
platform.

Thank your new followers for following by sending a DM to say, “Hi, thanks for the
follow! How are you today (or something general)?”

Tag your new followers in a post. This reminds them to interact with you so your
posts show up in their feed.

Share a minimum of 3 stories per day and reply to anyone who reacts to them,
answers your poll or responds to a question sticker.

If you really connect with someone, get on a phone call and see how you can support
each other. Not every connection will be a client but they may become a friend or
someone who refers you.

Use Instagram as your business card. When you meet someone off the platform,
invite them to engage with you on the platform. 

When you do reels or lives, on Instagram or off, share your Instagram handle so
people can go to your feed and check out what you offer.



FOLLOW/UNFOLLOW

Unfollow accounts that no longer serve you. (go
to your profile, click “following” then click
“least interacted with”. Unfollow all of the
accounts that you no longer wish to follow.) 

Engage with the accounts that you want to
continue following by leaving a comment and a
few likes on their grid. This will let Instagram
know that you are still interested in engaging
with them.

Reserve following accounts only if you suspect
they are an ideal client are someone you want
to engage with because you like their content. 
 Instead, like a few of their photos and make
some meaningful comments.

A good followers/following ratio is 5:1 - for every 5
followers, you should only be following 1 account.
The average ration is 2:1.

It's time to take the "solo" out of
solopreneur and start connecting with

others to grow your business.



email: hellotammygibson@gmail.com

website: TammyGibsonOnline.com

@tammygibsononline

Tammy Gibson

Hi, I’m Tammy Gibson!
 

My mission is to help you create
something exceptional in your

coaching business.
 

Learn more here... 
 

https://www.tammygibsononline.com/
https://www.instagram.com/tammygibsononline/
https://www.thecoachingedit.com/

